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Trustworthiness before trust

– Onora O’Neill
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Did the reported winner really win?

• Procedure-based vs. evidence-based elections

• sterile scalpel v. patient’s condition
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Security properties of paper ballots

• tangible/accountable

• tamper-evident

• to change many votes requires physical access & accomplices
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When can auditing paper provide affirmative evidence reported winners won?

• Ballots marked using untrustworthy technology can’t provide affirmative evidence

• Hand-marked paper ballots are a record of what the voter did

• Machine-marked paper ballots are a record of what the machine did: hackable

• Ballots not kept (demonstrably) secure don’t provide affirmative evidence

• Paper ballots never examined don’t provide affirmative evidence

• Need a solid chain of evidence, not just checks of some failure modes
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Evidence = auditability + auditing
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Risk-Limiting Audits (Stark, 2008)

Any process with known minimum chance of correcting the reported outcome
if the reported outcome is wrong (& never changes a correct outcome).

Risk limit: maximum chance the audit won’t correct reported outcome, if reported
outcome is wrong.

Wrong means accurate handcount of trustworthy paper would find different winner(s).

Impossible to limit the risk unless the audit uses a trustworthy paper trail: applying the
procedure/algorithm to untrusted paper cannot generate affirmative evidence of
correctness.

Establishing whether paper trail is trustworthy involves other processes, generically,
compliance audits
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Risk-Limiting Audits

• Endorsed by NASEM, PCEA, ASA, LWV, CC, VV, . . .

• ~60 pilot audits in AK, CA, CO, GA, IN, KS, MI, MT, NJ, OH, OR, PA, RI, WA,
WY, VA, DK.

• Routine in CO since 2017. Statewide audits in AK, KS, WY in 2020; “almost”
statewide in PA in 2021.

• Laws in CA, CO, RI, VA, WA

• Methods for all social choice functions used in US elections
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Statistical setting

• SHANGRLA reduces correctness to whether the means of a collection of finite,
nonnegative, bounded populations are all > 1/2.

• H0j : mean of list j is ≤ 1/2.

• stop auditing if/when reject all {H0j}. No multiplicity issue.

• use sequential testing for efficiency

• polling, comparison, “hybrid”

• sampling: clusters, stratified, weighted, Bernoulli, . . .
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Research questions

• sharpness of SHANGRLA

• sharper risk measures (P-values)

• new martingales (adaptive betting martingales are promising)
• adaptive batch-sequential methods
• batch-sequential methods for sampling without replacement
• adaptive batch-sequential methods for comparison audits
• sharper hypothesis tests from stratified samples
• connections to financial & healthcare auditing, clinical trials

• audits for single-transferrable vote
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Research questions

• better logistics
• ballot accounting, constructing trustworthy ballot sheet manifests
• voting equipment that reports CVRs linked to ballots
• keeping track of sheet styles

• education/outreach
• public understanding and trust of statistics and logic
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Evidence-Based Elections: 4 C’s

• Voters CREATE complete, durable, verified audit trail.

• LEO CARES FOR the audit trail adequately to ensure it remains complete and
accurate.

• Compliance audits CHECK that paper trail is trustworthy

• Risk-limiting audits CHECK or CORRECT reported results
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